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type 2 diabetes
is a condition where glucose builds up in the bloodstream
due to insulin resistance and low insulin levels

Pancreas

The pancreas
produces insulin
and glucagon

Insulin

Cells

Insulin is the “key” that
unlocks the cells to
allow glucose to enter
and provide needed
energy

Your body is made
up of cells, and
those cells need
glucose for energy

Insulin
lowers
blood glucose

Glucose

Glucose
cannot enter
most cells
directly

The food you eat
gets broken down
into glucose

Glucagon

Your “blood glucose”
(or “blood sugar”) is a
measure of the amount of
glucose in your bloodstream
at any given time

Glucagon is the “key”
that unlocks glucose
storage units
in the liver

Glucagon
raises
blood glucose

Glucagon stimulates the liver to release
glucose when blood glucose levels are
too low to provide energy for cells

glucose-insulin balance
In people without diabetes, insulin and glucagon work together to keep
blood glucose in a tight range (70-140 mg/dl, 3.9-7.8 mmol/l).
When you have T2D, the glucose-insulin balance is off and blood
glucose levels rise too high.

Meal (no diabetes)
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Food breaks down
into glucose during
digestion

Food breaks down
into glucose during
digestion

Glucose enters
the bloodstream

The liver stores
excess glucose
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the bloodstream
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accumulates
in the
bloodstream

Glucose
cannot enter
the liver due
to insulin
resistance

Insulin is
released by
the pancreas

Fasting (no diabetes)

Stored glucose is
released by the
liver into the
blood stream

Glucose cannot
enter the cells
due to insulin
resistance

Cells use
glucose for
energy

Insulin is
released by
the pancreas
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How to help your body achieve balance:
Eat Low Carb
Foods

Lose 7%
Body Weight

Walk for
30 Minutes

Low carb diets can
help you lose weight,
lower blood glucose
levels, and decrease
your insulin/
medication needs.

Losing just 7% of your
body weight can
reduce your insulin
resistance.

Walking for 30
minutes at least five
days per week
decreases insulin
resistance and lowers
blood glucose levels.
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